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Abstract
Within Bechtel Mining & Metals, the Technology Center tests and validates design alternatives
and operational variants including economic analysis. During the Front-end Engineering and
Design (FEED) for the new Alba Potline 6 Project a study was done for a new cathode re-lining
facility with limited available space for the new re-lining facility. The first generation of pots
would fail following a Weibull distribution curve. Waiting for the pots natural end of life would
involve a very high peak re-lining rate and therefore a high capital cost re-lining facility. Most
new smelters prefer to have the pot out of service before the end of their predicted life to reduce
the peak re-lining rate and therefore reducing the necessary capital cost. Using a dynamic model
combined with a lifecycle cost analysis, it is now possible to generate a curve to determine the
optimum lifecycle cost considering operating and capital cost for a series of different peak pot
re-lining rates. The now available “economic-process” model would be well parameterized,
adaptable to other plants and would provide the benefit of a more controlled program for
various pot failure scenarios.
Keywords: Alba Potline 6 cathode relining facility; pot failure statistical distribution; Weibull
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1.

Introduction

The Alba Potline 6 Project would be located in the existing Alba Smelter boundary in the
Kingdom of Bahrain. The project scope includes the construction of a 6th Potline utilizing Dubai
Aluminium (DUBAL) DX+ULTRA reduction technology consisting of two (2) potrooms with a
total of 424 pots and associated Carbon Plant, Cast House and Infrastructure facilities.
Bechtel has been engaged by Alba to prepare a FEED study for the the Alba Potline 6. A new
lining and de-lining facility is part of the FEED. The new Potline 6 Project would have limited
available space requiring, the new re-lining and de-lining facility design to be located in the
available space between the two potrooms. The design of the re-lining process has been based
upon operating 52 weeks per year, seven days per week and 24 hours per day.
In determining the design and configuration of the new facilities for a series of different relining rates per year, several key questions arose including:
•
•
•
•

How many potshell cooling stations would be required?
How many de-lining pits and lining stations would be required?
Should potshell repair be done in-house or by an outside contractor?
What would be the risk associated with different scenarios?
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